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ABSTRACT
The FAVAD concept, for realistic modelling of leakage and intrusion flows through leak openings
in pipes in water supply systems, allows for variations in the area of leaks resulting from changes
in pressure. The hydraulic theory and equations recently published by van Zyl et al are clearly
appropriate for detailed application and understanding of laboratory tests on pipe samples.
However, if the concept is to be widely applied to improve the reliability of current methods for
assessing hourly, daily and annual leakage in thousands of distribution zones, many having
complex pressure management, fast-track approaches for practitioners based on the full FAVAD
concept are needed. The paper describes several such fast-track approaches which should improve
the reliability of current methods of assessing leakage from night flows in distribution Zones, and
expand their application to low pressure and intermittent supply systems with customer storage
tanks
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1

BACKGROUND

For the past two years, the authors as practitioners have been collaborating with researchers at the
University of Cape Town, to try to improve the understanding and practical application of the Fixed
and Variable Area Discharges (FAVAD) concept (May, 1994) to both laboratory tests on pipe
samples and leakage assessment and pressure management in water distribution systems.
Recently published hydraulic equations for fixed and variable area leak openings in pipes (van Zyl,
Lambert and Collins, 2017) include the concept of a Leakage Number which is the ratio of variable
area to fixed area leakage paths. Used with a modified orifice equation, the Leakage Number
provides a realistic description of both leakage and intrusion flows, in particular for modelling
studies of laboratory tests of pressure:leak flow relationships on leaking pipe samples.
The N1 Power Law – an approximate version of the FAVAD concept – has been increasingly used
internationally since 1994 for practical assessment of pressure-dependent leakage in water
distribution systems, together with the simplified concept of Night-Day Factor (NDF) which relates
pressure-dependent night leakage at night (volume/hour) to volume/day. However, improved
understanding of how pressure influences burst frequencies (Lambert et al, 2013), together with
advances in valve control technology and data transfer, has resulted in increasingly complex forms
of advanced pressure management, with generally lower pressures at times of low consumption.
Accordingly, examples of Night-Day Factors calculated using fixed N1 values have been reviewed,
to highlight the potential range of errors when assessing NDFs when only simple pressure
management (reduction of night pressure) is introduced.
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Some fast-track approaches for practitioners have been developed and tested, which are consistent
with the basic principles of fixed and expanding leakage paths used for testing pipe samples. This
offers opportunities for regular automatic assessment of Zonal pressure:leak flow relationships, and
tracking of diurnal changes in leak flow rates even in difficult zonal situations.

1.1

The N1 Power Law

The concept of Fixed and Variable Area Discharges (FAVAD) provides a logical hydraulic basis to
explain, analyse and predict diverse relationships between Average Zone Pressure (AZP) and leak
flow rates. Total leak flow rate is assumed to consist of:

Flow through the fixed (initial) part of the leak area, for which leak flow rate varies with
average pressure AZP0.5

Flow through the expanded part of the leak area that varies linearly with pressure, for which
leak flow rate varies with AZP1.5
The N1 Power Law approximation simplifies FAVAD by assuming that leak flow rate varies with
average pressure AZPN1, where N1 lies between 0.5 (less sensitive) and 1.5 (more sensitive).
FAVAD and N1 are both widely used internationally in distribution systems and laboratory tests.
In distribution systems a zonal night test, when minimum night flow consists mainly of leakage, is
used to assess N1. When inflows and average pressure have stabilised at night, Average Zone Night
pressure (AZNP) is reduced over a limited range. N1 tests can be thought of as the equivalent (for a
distribution system) of a person visiting a medical practitioner for a blood pressure test, to assess
their cardio-vascular condition. In both cases, there are essential protocols to be followed, and a
specific location for taking the pressure measurements:



on the upper arm, adjacent to the heart; or at the Average Zone Point in a distribution zone
when the patient or the system is in a steady condition; relaxed, sitting upright for a person; or at
steady minimum night flows for a Zone.

A 1998 example of an N1 test is shown in Figure 1, and a spreadsheet calculation of N1 in Table 1.
Table 1. Example of an N1 Night Test. Source: Lambert et al, 2017.

However, because the variable area leakage paths change with pressure, the assumption that N1 is
independent of pressure is only strictly true when N1 = 0.5 (or N1 =1.5 if a crack closes completely
at zero pressure). As an initial step in the collaboration with University of Cape Town, the general
relationship between N1 and Average Zone Pressure was calculated by the authors in a separate
paper (Lambert et al, 2017a), and is shown in Figure 2, which has several fast-track features of
interest to practitioners, for example:





If N1 test results are plotted on Figure 2 as shown, it is easy to predict (from the graph or
equation based on FAVAD concept) how the current N1 exponent will change if AZP is
reduced.
It is easy to check if N1 varies significantly over the range of AZPs in any particular Zone
At current AZP, % of Variable Area leakage = N1- 0.5; % of Fixed Area leakage = 1.5 – N1
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The steep slopes of the N1 vs AZP relationships at lower pressures in Figure 2 indicate that it would
be preferable to find better ways to analyse the basic data from an N1 test, rather than simply
assuming a fixed, typical or weighted average value for all systems.

Figure 1. A Zonal N1 Test from Brazil (1998)

1.2

Figure 2: Relationship between N1 and AZNP.

Using Minimum Night Flows to Assess Hourly, Daily and Annual Leakage

There are 3 basic steps to current assessments of leakage from Minimum Night Flows (MNFs):


When zone inflows and average zone pressures have stabilised, derive the measured MNF;
deduct estimated customer night consumption to get Night Leakage Rate (NLR) in
volume/hour.



Multiply NLR by a Night-Day Factor (in hours/day) to calculate an assessed leakage volume per
day. NDF (also known as Hour-Day Factor in the UK) is intended to allow for the diurnal
variation of leak flow rate due to diurnal variations in the Average Zone Pressure.
Daily Leakage (m3/day) = NLR (m3/hour) x NDF (hours/day) ……………. (1)

Reliability of NLR measurements (volume/hour) depends on the techniques used to split MNF into
customer night consumption and Night Leakage Rate. Also, NDF can vary widely, from less than
10 to over 40 hours per day, depending on the diurnal profile of Average Zone Pressure, which is
influenced by how the zone is supplied - by gravity, pumping, or variants of pressure management.

1.3

How Variable are Estimates of Night-Day Factors?

In the UK, Leakage Control Policy and Practice (1980) introduced the concepts of Average Zone
Night Pressure (AZNP) and NDF (then termed T-Factor), using an averaged single relationship
between leak flow rate and AZNP; an NDF of 20 hours per day was suggested for general use.
The solid line in Figure 3 shows a diurnal profile of Average Zone Pressure averaged over 1 week,
probably not untypical for a high pressure UK gravity system in the 1980’s. The dashed line
simulates an overnight reduction of maximum pressures, which is a simple way to reduce maximum
Average Zone Pressure, leak flow rates at night, and burst frequencies on mains and services.
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The calculation of NDFs for these two situations assuming fixed N1 values of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5,
described in a Night-Day Factor NDF weblink in the References, is often based on the assumption
that MNF occurs consistently between 03:00 and 04:00 each morning. The statistics alongside
Figure 3 clearly show that the ranges of NDF are so large that Zonal N1 tests are needed to identify
an appropriate N1 value (or rather, values) for use in individual NDF calculations.

Figure 3. Effect on NDF of Reduction of Average Zone Pressure Overnight, for N1 = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5
The effect of significantly increased NDF, when night pressures are reduced, frequently results in
large over-estimates of the savings in daily leakage by Utilities who are unaware of this effect, and
calculate the saving in leakage as the reduction in MNF x the original NDF. In fact, sadly it seems
to be the case that many calculations or estimates of NDF that the authors come across are incorrect
to a greater or lesser degree because of a lack of understanding of the increased uncertainties
inherent in current methods of leakage calculations, resulting from advanced pressure management.
Selection of inappropriate NDFs for individual Zonal situations is one of the largest potential
sources of error in calculating daily and annual leakage from minimum night flows. N1 does vary
with pressure, so it would be an advantage to practitioners if Night-Day Factors could be assessed
with greater confidence (or preferably even by-passed) when calculating Zonal leakage from MNFs
and N1 test results. An improved methodology is also needed to cope with difficult international
situations of low pressure, intermittent supply and properties with roof storage tanks.
Consider the previously mentioned analogy of visiting a medical practitioner for tests based on
raising and lowering blood pressure for a fast-track assessment of cardio-vascular health, which can
change over time. WLRandA Ltd decided to try to produce a reliable methodology for fast track
assessment of individual zonal pressure:leak flow rate relationships (which also change over time)
using only basic N1 test data and the FAVAD concept. An individual Utility may operate hundreds
of distribution Zones, all with individual characteristics, so speed, simplicity and reliability of
calculations are key objectives in fast-track applications.

1.4

Features of the Fast-Track Approach using the FAVAD Concept.

The improved methodology for practitioners proposed the use of automated N1 tests at carefully
selected (or created) times of steady minimum night flows and Average Zone Pressure (AZP) to
calibrate and track the relationship between AZP and leak flow rate L, using a FAVAD equation in
the general format
L = A x AZP0.5 + B x AZP1.5
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where A and B are Zonal coefficients derived from an N1 test. Diurnal measured variations of AZP
can then be used to infer the 24-hour diurnal profile of leak flow rates, from which leakage volumes
can be calculated on a daily basis. This technique has been used previously (with a fixed N1 of 1.15
in Japan), but Figure 1 shows that AZP vs leak flow rate using average N1 exponents are not
necessarily valid when applied to a wide range of pressures (particularly at low pressures).
The Leakage Number (van Zyl et al, 2017) is not explicitly used in the Fast-Track approach; it
would represent yet another parameter that practitioners would need to interpret and become
familiar with. Instead, the components of fixed and variable area leakage paths are used in different
combinations. This is because, in contrast to laboratory tests on holes in pipe samples, variable area
background leakage at joints in distribution zones contributes significantly to leak flow rates.
Metric units for flow (litres/sec) and pressure (metres, which can be easily related to ground levels)
are preferred. However, equations in this paper are deliberately formulated to enable practitioners to
use units for flow and pressure measurement with which they are most familiar. For example, flow
in m3/hour or US gallons/minute can be used in combination with pressure in p.s.i., metres or kpa,
etc. In academic circles, such mixtures of units are not encouraged but practitioners are less likely to
misinterpret results if calculations are carried out in combinations of units used on a daily basis.

2

METHODS

2.1

Calibrating a Leak Flow Rate vs AZP Equation using N1 Test Data

The modified orifice equation (known as the fixed and variable area discharge or FAVAD equation
(May, 1994), used in recently published hydraulic equations for fixed and variable area leak
openings in pipes (van Zyl, Lambert and Collins, 2017), can be expressed in the simplest terms as
Leak flow rate L (volume/unit time ) = A x AZP0.5 + B x AZP1.5 ……(2)
where the first term represents the leak flow rate through fixed area leakage paths, and the second
term the leak flow rate through variable area leakage paths which vary linearly with AZP.
Using the N1 Night Test pairs of values Lo and AZNPo, and L1 and AZNP1, simultaneous equations
L0 = A x AZNP00.5 + B x AZNP01.5 ……………………(3)
L1 = A x AZNP10.5 + B x AZNP11.5 ……………………(4)
can be used to derive equations for the calibration coefficients A and B in Equation (2), as
B = (L0/AZNP00.5 –L1/AZNP10.5)/(AZNP0 – AZNP1) ……(5)
A = L0/AZNP00.5 – B x AZP0

…………. (6)

The N1 Night Test results in Table 1 have been used to derive the calibration coefficients for the
Leak Flow Rate vs AZP equation as A = 0.517 and B = 0.0481, as shown in Table 2. If the
calculations are carried out in a spread sheet format, this will greatly assist sensitivity testing
Table 2. FAVAD Leakage Rate vs Average Zone Pressure Equation calculated from an N1 Night
Test
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Predicting the Leak Flow Rate vs AZP Pressure Equation from an N1 Test

The predicted FAVAD equation relating leak flow rate in m 3/hour to Average Zone Pressure in
metres from the Zonal N1 test in Table 2 is
Leak flow rate L (m3/hour) = 0.517 x AZP0.5 + 0.0481 x AZP1.5 (7)
Figure 4 shows the L vs AZP equation from Table 2 as a graph. Figure 5 compares the equation and
graphs which would have resulted if the reduced MNF in the N1 test in Table 2 had been 16.5
m3/hour, rather than 15.5 m3/hr. This emphasises the need to carry out high quality reliable N1 tests
at the most appropriate times in each Zone, rather than using minimum night flow data where
MNFs and measured AZPs may not have clearly stabilised before the N1 test commenced.

Figures 4 and 5: Sensitivity Testing of L vs AZP equations from the N1 test in Table 2.

2.3

Applying the Leakage vs AZP equation to calculate Zonal Leakage

The Fast-Track approach needs to be robust enough to deal with situations where current methods
for calculating leakage from water balance or minimum night flows and Night-Day Factors are
difficult to apply with confidence. Aguas de Saltillo is a Mexican Utility with intermittent supply,
low pressures, customer roof storage tanks and substantial (25%) under-registration of customer
meters. The Utility is moving towards continuous supply by establishing pressure controlled zones,
to reduce leak flow rates and burst frequency, and is seeking better ways to assess changes in
leakage in difficult circumstances where some traditional approaches do not work effectively.
Jardines Coloniales is a Zone with 3610 population supplied through 998 service connections. The
inflow and AZP profiles for 8 days (Sunday 21st to Sunday 28th May 2017) are shown in Figure 6.
In many systems with roof storage tanks there are very few nights when stable values of both
maximum AZP and Minimum Night Flow are achieved. Figure 6 shows that Sunday morning
offers the best option to create good N1 test conditions to calibrate the Leak Flow Rate vs AZP
equation; AZP is allowed to rise to a steady state value of 20 metres before starting the N1 test.
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The N1 test results are used to define the current FAVAD equation relating Leak Flow Rate to AZP,
this allows the predicted sequence of varying leak flow rates to be plotted on Figure 6 as the
continuously varying red line, based on AZP fluctuations. Daily totals (and Night-Day Factors, if
required) can then be calculated. This alternative method of analysis is already yielding insights into
how to fine-tune the pressure control, identify and reconcile uncertainties in calculations of leakage,
and monitor changes in leakage in Aguas de Saltillo.

Figure 6: AZP, Zone Inflow, with hourly leak flows derived from AZP and Sunday a.m. N1 test
Where zones are subject to increasingly sophisticated pressure management, and the inlet pressure
responds automatically to changes in demand, Night-Day Factors are likely to vary to an even
greater degree than has previously been the case.
In these changing circumstances, the ability to regularly calibrate individual zonal Leak Flow Rate
vs AZP pressure relationships using pre-programmed good quality N1 tests, at carefully selected
times, offers an alternative approach for the indirect continuous monitoring of leak flow rates, based
on the assumption of Fixed and Variable Area Discharge concepts.
The evaluation of improved approaches for practitioners continues. Ongoing initiatives by the
authors in applying these approaches to Utility data will be regularly reported on the LEAKSSuite
website in coming months, available free to all.

3

CONCLUSIONS

Concepts and models for improved interpretation of data and practical management of leakage in
distribution systems have evolved from small beginnings in the mid 1990’s. The 1994 FAVAD
concept was fully applied in John May’s Presario software by a small number of specialist
consultants, to predict reductions in zonal leak flow rates from reductions in pressure. It also gained
international acceptance through the simplified N1 Power Law format, described in Section 1.1.
The basic formula is also used in Japan (Ogura, 1979), with a fixed weighted exponent of 1.15.
It has been widely recognised since around 1980 that reduction of excess pressures can reduce leak
flow rates; since around 2003 it has also been accepted that reduction of maximum pressures and
pressure transients frequently reduces burst frequency and extends asset life. A combination of new
pressure management technology, rapid low-cost data collection/transfer and the ability to predict
benefits has resulted in a step-change in numbers of increasingly sophisticated pressure
management installations. System pressures are now manipulated in many different ways, and
thousands of systems are now being operated at lower pressures than was previously the case. The
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technology has outgrown the simplified methods used by practitioners for the last 20 years to
analyse and interpret the masses of pressure and leak flow data now being generated.
Researchers at the University of Cape Town, led by Professor Kobus van Zyl, encouraged the
authors (practitioners) to work collaboratively with the University to apply the full FAVAD concept
to pressure: leak flow relationships, initially from a hydraulic theory approach, then customised into
fast-track approaches for practitioners. This paper is one of the outputs.
The relationship between Average Zone Pressure and N1, derived in a separate paper, is
summarised in Figure 1. This clearly shows that the assumption of a fixed N1, which does not vary
with pressure, may be acceptable in some limited situations but is basically unrealistic for general
use in the increasingly wide range of pressure management situations which now exist .
Night-Day Factor, used to predict daily leakage from minimum night flows, is a topic of
fundamental importance to practitioners when assessing leakage, but perhaps not widely recognised
by academia as a key topic for research. The assumptions currently used for assessing and
calculating NDF, outlined in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, require more rigorous examination, and need to
be improved and even perhaps by-passed with direct assessments of leakage from regular
calibration of Zonal leak flow rate vs Average Zone Pressure relationships.
Re-validation and extension of the hydraulic theory of fixed and variable area leakage paths, by van
Zyl et al (2017) has permitted extrapolation of a limited range of leak flow rate vs AZP data from
N1 tests to a much wider range of flows, with expectations that this may lead to an alternative
approach to continuous monitoring of zonal leakage, as described in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
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